Richard Hardy (left) with Mower Undergraduate Award recipient Rishabh “Rishi” Sethia.
Keith Clay (left) congratulates Wesley Beaulieu (Outstanding Associate Instructor Award for his exceptional work with two of Mike Tansey's courses: L111 Diversity, Evolution, and Ecology and B352 Fungi Laboratory), who is a graduate student in Keith's lab.
Grace Crain (right)—Blatchley Nature Study Scholar, Howard Walton Clark Scholar, Arlene Ferguson Intern at Hilltop Gardens, and Indiana Daffodil Society Scholar—poses with her mother Joanie Crain.
Left to right: Erkin Kuru (Walter A. Konetzka Fellowship), Yves Brun, and Dan Kearns. Erkin is a graduate student in Yves’ lab.
Left to right: Emma Winkler (L. S. McClung Scholarship, Microbiology Undergraduate Summer Research Program Award), Research Associate Tiffany Ho-Ching Tsui (Emma's mother; Emma's father is Professor Malcolm Winkler), and Molecular and Cellular Biochemistry Professor Cheng Kao (Emma's mentor).
Brian Calvi (left) congratulates Neha Paranjape (Drew Schwartz Fellowship), a member of his research lab.
Armin Moczek (left) talks with Erica Waters (Louise Constable Hoover Fellowship), a graduate student in Maxine Watson's lab.
Andrew Johnson (Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching Assistant Award) and Susan Hengeveld. Andrew won the award for his work in Dr. Hengeveld’s L112 Biological Mechanisms course.
Students from the Delph and Lively labs (left to right): Grace Crain, Raymond Parrish II (Biology Undergraduate Research Award, Fox Glen Research and Education Fund Award, and Rex Grossman Scholar), Kayla Mitman (Outstanding Honors Thesis Award), and graduate student Amanda “Mandy” Gibson.
Left to right: Mandy Gibson, Joanie Crain, Grace Crain, and Kayla Mitman.